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Abstract

We discuss and evaluate the idea of target phases introduced first in CaDiCaL in 2019 and also ported to our latest SAT solver Kissat. Target phases provide a heuristic to choose the value assigned to decision variables. This technique is an extension of phase saving. It extends promising assignments derived by the solver towards full models. Combined with alternatively applying series of Glucose-style and Luby-style restarts, the technique is particularly effective on satisfiable instances.

1 Introduction

In certain applications of SAT solvers, including symbolic execution [17], white-box fuzzing [15], and test case generation [19], most instances are expected to be satisfiable and it is important to find models efficiently. In this regard, the decision heuristic is one of the most critical heuristics in SAT solvers to find models. Most modern versions (VSIDS [31], VMTF [12], or LRB [29]) work on variables and another heuristic, usually phase saving [36], is used to decide whether the variable should be decided positively or negatively. In practice, phase saving is also important in combination with restarts to direct the solver back towards the same region of the search space it was exploring before restarting.

In which direction a variable is set is critical in solving satisfiable instances (and actually the most important property, since it is sufficient to guess a model). However, current implementations are “stubborn” and the initial direction is critical. If it is set to false (following the long tradition started with the SAT solver MiniSat [18]), some problems become either very hard or even impossible to solve as illustrated by some factorization problems [8] that have models where all variables are set to true. Other solvers like Lingeling [7] default to set phases to true and are able to solve those problems, but they have a hard time in the opposite case.

To be competitive at the SAT Competition and solve some large and easy problems with all-false models, Lingeling at the beginning of the solving process first sets variables to true (until the first conflict) and then to false (until the second conflict) and after that falls back to true again (until the end of the search). We present further developments to improve on that solution. Our solver CaDiCaL since 2018 [10] uses rephasing that consists in changing the saved phase to diversify the search direction in regular intervals. This heuristic was never properly described nor benchmarked. Our new SAT solver Kissat [11], submitted to the SAT Competition 2020, includes the ideas implemented in CaDiCaL, but goes further to retain the advantage of phase saving, by rephasing only some variables instead of all.

Restarts are very important for the performance of modern SAT solvers and are done frequently. However, frequent restarts harm performance on satisfiable instances, because the solver never builds assignments that are long enough to be models of the formula. Therefore, some restarts in the SAT solver Glucose are blocked [3] to keep searching in a promising direction. We extend that idea with a heuristic called target phasing that extends promising assignments to full models. In combination with a change in the restart heuristic, this technique was included in CaDiCaL, which won the satisfiable track (containing only satisfiable instances) at the SAT Race 2019 [25].
After recalling some basics on phase saving and restarts (Section 2), we give details on the different policies for rephasing to diversify the search. The saved phase can be changed in any arbitrary way, because the phase saving heuristic does not affect the correctness of the overall solver. However, we do it only in a limited way to avoid disrupting the search too much (Section 3). These changes do not target specifically satisfiable instances. Our solvers use target phasing, a technique that saves promising models in a way that resembles phase saving with a very different update policy (Section 4). We have implemented our new heuristics in our solvers and also in the SAT solvers Glucose [1] and Spass-Sat [16] with a certain strategy for our heuristics (Section 5). Finally, we benchmark these solvers on the problems used at the SAT Competition 2018 and SAT Race 2019 and show that our heuristics improve the performance on satisfiable instances (Section 6).

2 Related Work

We use standard notation and refer the reader to the Handbook of Satisfiability for an introduction to SAT [14] and the conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) procedure.

Phase Saving. Most modern decision heuristics [12,29,31] pick a variable and another heuristic is used to determine the direction, or phase, it should be set to (i.e., whether the variable should be decided positively or negatively). Picking the right phase is what matters most for satisfiable instances, because the solver only needs to guess one model.

Formerly, some state-of-the-art SAT solvers like zChaff [31] used information based on the number of occurrences [31] with the aim of increasing the number of true clauses under the current assignment. Other SAT solvers like Minisat (e.g., in the version submitted to the SAT Competition 2005) always set literals to false. Instead of using information on the clauses, phase saving [36] captures information on the search process and caches how variables are set during propagation or backtracking. This saved value is later used to set the phase when deciding that variable, bringing the SAT solver back to a similar region of the search space. This simple (it only requires an array and is cheap to update) and easy to calculate heuristic has a positive effect on performance and is now standard in most modern SAT solvers.

With phase saving, the solver focuses on the region of the search space explored before. The heuristic is not only important for satisfiable instances, but also for unsatisfiable instances. If the formula is composed of several independent components, phase saving allows the solver to focus on one component instead of working on several components at the same time. In particular, if the problem includes several disjoint satisfiable components, the interplay between the decision and phase saving heuristics implies that each component will be solved maintaining the assignment of the previously solved components.

Rephasing. The saved phase can be changed arbitrarily, because it is independent of the correctness of CDCL. The SAT solvers PrecoSAT [7] (resp. PicoSAT [7]) use a Jeroslow-Wang score [26] to reset the saved phases on all (resp. irredundant only) clauses in regular intervals following a Luby sequence. The motivation is to adapt the saved phases to the formulas. The SAT solver StrangeNight [5] flips values with a certain probability depending on the depth of the assignment. The motivation here is to avoid the heavy-tail phenomenon. Manthey reported experiments [32, Sect. 3.1] for the SAT solver Riss [6] with negative results. However, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that several rephasing heuristics were compared and used.
Restarts. For the efficiency of SAT solvers, restarts are very important. In particular, fast restarts [37] are now widely used. Luby restarts were heavily used because they are the a priori optimal strategy [30]. However, in recent years, mostly GLUCOSE-style restarts [2] are used and are, basically, a requirement for the SAT Competition. Biere and Fröhlich’s presentation acts as a survey on various restart heuristics [13], in particular with a simpler implementation of GLUCOSE-style restarts based on exponential moving average. To keep completeness of SAT solvers, either restarts must be delayed more and more (like achieved with Luby restarts), or the number of clauses that are kept during database reduction needs to be increasing (like always implemented in combination with GLUCOSE-style restarts).

Restarts are done extremely frequently and so often actually that parts of the trail can be reused [37] because they would not be altered. In order to find models, the solver must generate long assignments. For Luby-style restarts, this is realized by means of the (non-monotonically) increasing intervals between successive restarts. For GLUCOSE-style restarts these restart intervals are not necessarily increasing and hence there are no guarantees that long assignments will be generated. To overcome that drawback, as implemented in GLUCOSE [3], restarts can be blocked and delayed whenever the trail length has increased by a predefined factor since the latest restart [3]. Delaying restarts is only required for satisfiable problems. Another option is to alternate the restart policies [35] and in particular restart less or completely avoid restarting for some time intervals during the search process.

Decision Heuristics. Decision heuristics are responsible for deciding which variable should be decided next. Some variables deemed important (usually variables that appear in the conflict clauses) are bumped and their importance is increased, making them more likely to be decided next. VSIDS [31] maps each variable to a score and bumping a variable consists in increasing the score of the variable (or as seen in the options of GLUCOSE, the importance of the other variable is reduced; this is controlled by the variable decay factor). If scores are increased a lot, VSIDS focuses on the variables that appeared in the last conflict. On the contrary, no increase means that the initial order of the variables is kept. The VMTF heuristic [12] provides a simpler and more efficient implementation that focuses on the literals involved in the last conflicts. Biere and Fröhlich’s presentation is a survey [12], without more recent work like LRB [29].

3 Rephasing

By rephasing we mean to globally reset or change saved values and call different variants of such transformations a rephasing heuristic (Section 3.1). Several transformations are possible and are scheduled to form a rephasing strategy that describes in what order these heuristics are applied and which values they set (Section 3.2).

3.1 Rephasing Heuristics

In our implementations we save the phase during literal propagation unlike in solvers based on MINISAT, which save values during backtracking (with the same effect). During search, every once in a while, in increasing intervals, we execute some operations on the saved values. Such changes are always allowed, because they do not impact the underlying CDCL calculus, its correctness, or the termination. We call rephasing heuristic any such operation that changes the saved values.

Rephasing heuristics diversify the exploration of the search space, which can be helpful for satisfiable instances (we could get close to a model). They can also help to variegate the learned
clauses. We conjecture that this, in turn, improves the efficiency of inprocessing (e.g., learning additional important clauses, like glue clauses).

**Rephasing to a Fixed Value.** Our first rephasing heuristic consists in setting all saved phases to a single value, either the original value (phase ‘O’) – remember, unlike MiniSat, our tools default to the value true – or the opposite value (the inverted value, phase ‘I’). This alternation is helpful in finding models when most values have a certain sign, but this depends on the order in which literals are decided. For example, modifying the SAT solver Glucose [1] to apply those rephasings does not make solving the factorization problems [8] mentioned earlier completely trivial (some conflicts are still required), but they are now solved extremely fast, while being hard for the default version of Glucose.

**Flipping Values.** Our second rephasing heuristic consists in flipping the saved values (phase ‘F’), unlike the previous heuristic in which all saved values are set to a single value, namely either true or false. This allows exploring the “opposite” region of the search space. The motivation behind this heuristic comes from machine learning: Flipping corresponds to diversification with a very different model. It can also support inprocessing by, e.g., simulating hyper binary resolution [23], because a literal can be decided and later its opposite.

**Randomizing Values.** In order to diversify the exploration of the search space even more, we additionally randomize the saved phase (phase ‘#’). The basic idea is that for satisfiable instances and with some luck, the randomized saved phases will now form an assignment that is close enough to a model of the problem we want to solve. The assignment can then be adapted by means of CDCL to a model. If the randomization is done uniformly, the saved phases will eventually be close to a model. In the same spirit, we also tried to shuffle the scores of the variable decision heuristics (and the VMTF queue) in CaDiCAL, which, however, only produced negative results and is switched off by default.

**Local Search.** With a limited local search (phase ‘W’, standing for walk) we attempt to reduce the number of unsatisfied clauses under the assignment formed by the current saved phases. Our local search implements the ProBSAT strategy [4]. During local search an assignment falsifying the least number of clauses is kept as saved phases and this way used for decisions in the CDCL loop. The idea is that the solver can focus on the unsatisfiable part of the clause set. Beside our solvers, CryptoMiniSat [39] uses local search in a similar way [38].

**Best Phasing.** The key idea of best phasing (phase ‘B’) is that good current assignments are close to models. The solver caches the best assignment found so far (with respect to the length of the trail until the last decision if it generated a conflict). During each backtrack and before each restart, the current partial assignment is saved if it improves the best-so-far found assignment. This heuristic simply replaces the saved phases by the values of the best assignment. For unsatisfiable instances, this corresponds to focusing on the unsatisfiable region of the search space. Note that the length of the trail might not be a perfect measure in the context of techniques like on-the-fly self-subsuming resolution (OTFS) [21,22] or in combination with chronological backtracking [33,34]. Furthermore, inprocessing needs to be taken into account. In Kissat we actually measure the number of assigned variables plus the number of fixed, substituted, or eliminated variables. The best assignment is reset after each best phasing (in ‘B’, and only then).
3.2 Rephasing Strategies

The rephasing heuristics define how to change the saved phases, but they do not have to be applied on all variables and an order has to be defined.

**Autarkies.** As explained above, one motivation for phase saving is that it caches the phases needed to satisfy some components of an input problem allowing the solver to focus on the unsatisfiable part. If saved values are changed by some of the rephasing heuristics described above, this property does not hold anymore.

To overcome this issue, it is possible to rephase only some variables without changing the phase of satisfied components. One possibility is to compute the largest autarky of the full assignment represented by saved phases using an algorithm originally proposed by Kullmann and described in a publication by Kiesl et al. [27]. Instead of forcing the autark assignment we simply eliminate the clauses touched by the autarky as well as the variables assigned by it.

**Rephasing Strategies.** We schedule the different rephasing heuristics in geometrically increasing intervals. Consequently, we spend more and more time exploring the search space in any given direction. An extreme case would be to start with the inverted phase ‘I’ and an infinitely long interval: We would then explore the search space like MiniSAT without any rephasing. We describe the order in which we apply the heuristics in Section 6.

4 Target Phase for SAT Instances

Although the rephasing heuristics described in the previous section do not target satisfiable instances only, we already see that the best rephasing also makes sense for satisfiable instances. In this section, we go further and describe **target phasing**, which tries to improve solving of satisfiable instances, possibly at the expense of solving fewer unsatisfiable instances.

As already mentioned, fast restarts are important for the performance of SAT solvers, but make solving satisfiable instances harder. To mitigate this issue, restarts can be blocked in GLUCOSE. If the search direction is promising (i.e., the current assignment has become much larger), instead of restarting, the search continues (and the conflict count since the last restart is reset, making it disallow restarts in the next 50 conflicts).

The intuition is that promising assignments should be extended towards full assignments (and hopefully a model of the formula) instead of being discarded by restarting. We refine this idea further in our **target phasing** heuristic that saves promising models separately (similar to best phasing) instead of just extending them.

**Target Phasing.** The target phasing heuristic follows the idea of extending an assignment to a full model. As for phase saving, an additional implicit (but partial) assignment is kept, with the key difference that the target assignment is updated less frequently during the search.

Target phasing is composed of three parts. First, an implicit target assignment is saved and updated if the current assignment is more promising than the saved one. The current assignment, as represented by the “trail” of the solver, is considered more promising if it assigns more variables (in terms of the size of the “trail”) and does not lead to a conflict after propagation exactly as for best phasing. Then the complete current assignment, i.e., the trail, becomes the new target assignment.
Second, when picking the phase to assign to a decision variable, we do not use the saved value (as usually done with phase saving) but instead the value given by the target assignment. If the target phase is unassigned, the solver defaults to the value provided by phase saving.

Third, the target assignment is reset after each rephasing to the initial all-unassigned state. This encourages the solver to find larger and larger target assignments until the next rephasing. The largest one will be recorded as best assignment and reused in the next best rephasing.

**Restart Policy.** To increase the chance to find a model, the solver must work on relatively long assignments. However, this implies that we learn long clauses, risking encountering heavy-tailed behavior [20] and to miss short proofs. To circumvent this problem, we alternate between *focused mode* (with GLUCOSE-style fast restarts) and *stable mode* (with fewer restarts)\(^1\) in the spirit of [35].

The 2018 version of CADiCAL did not restart at all in stable mode. Since 2019, Luby restarts are used with a relatively large base interval (1024 compared to MINISAT’s default value of 100) in CADiCAL. The same restart strategy is used for Kissat. Alternating between these two restart policies allows us to use a shorter minimum of conflicts between two successive restarts, namely 10 instead of the GLUCOSE default of 50, in order to find shorter proofs. Note that CADiCAL has a base restart interval of 2 in focused mode and Kissat even 1 (but increasing logarithmically). The duration of each search mode interval is increased geometrically. In Kissat the conflict interval is in \(O(n \cdot \log^2 n)\) after \(n\) restarts though instead of \(O(2^n)\) [11].

5 Implementation

Our heuristics have been implemented in our SAT solvers CADiCAL and Kissat and ported to two other SAT solvers, namely GLUCOSE and SPASS-SATT.

**Default Policies.** We schedule the different heuristics in order to find models. We assume that assignments that are saved either as best or as target are good candidates for expansion. Hence, we spend most time on ‘B’ phases than on any other phase.

In CADiCAL the search mode is based on the number of conflicts found so far. In focused mode, the default rephasing policy is ‘\(O1(BWOBWI)^\omega\)’ (Original, Inverted; then Best, Walk, Original rephasing is repeated). The ‘\(O1\)’ at the beginning speeds up finding models where all literals are set to either true or false (the phase ‘I’ starts after the very first conflict). In stable mode, the policy is ‘\((IBWF#BWOB\)^\omega\)’ (Flipped and # for random rephasing). By default, CADiCAL provides a mode to target satisfiable instances, which only uses target phasing and stable mode. However, in these experiments, we keep the alternation between stable and focused mode.

In Kissat, the default rephasing policy is ‘\((BWOBWIBW#BWF)^\omega\)’. Unlike CADiCAL, Kissat determines the time spent in focused and stable mode by estimating the number of memory accesses (instead of measuring the time directly in order to be deterministic across runs). More precisely, the number of cache misses is estimated, refining on Knuth’s “mems” [28]. Unlike CADiCAL, in the satisfiable configuration (‘--sat’) submitted to the SAT competition, Kissat alternates between focused and stable mode and always uses target phasing.

All our implementations use the alternation of stable mode with Luby-style restarts and focus mode with GLUCOSE-style restarts. The idea of the first is to be more stable overall. Hence, Kissat and CADiCAL use chronological backtracking [33, 34]. They also use two

---

\(^1\)The stable mode was initially called “stable phase” [9], which is a confusing name (due to rephasing), so we have decided to rename it, as can already be seen in the system description of this year’s SAT Competition [11].
separate decision queues as suggested by Oh [35]. They use VMTF [12] in focused and VSIDS in stable mode. VMTF during focus mode makes the solver more agile whereas VSIDS with a low bumping is more stable.

**Implementation in GLUCOSE.** We implemented our heuristics in the SAT solver GLUCOSE version 3.0 as used for the GLUCOSE hack track of the SAT Competition. We have not implemented a different decision queue for stable mode. However, to increase stability, we decrease the bonus that bumped variables get (by setting the variable decay to a smaller value). In focus mode, instead, we increase the decay compared to the default value in order to follow more closely the search process. For a decay factor of 0.5, VSIDS is a poor man’s version of VMTF: it is as agile as VMTF but does not keep the order of literals when bumping several literals at once, which is important for the performance of VMTF [12]. To have a more balanced alternation between stable and focused mode, we measure time in the same way as Kissat.

Two details of this implementation effort should be mentioned. First, implementing the alternation of stable and focused mode was easy, but performance significantly dropped to the point that our implementation became much worse than the original implementation of GLUCOSE. We resolved that issue by bumping not only the resolved literals and the literals in the learned clause but also the literals in the *reasons* of the literals in the learned clause, following the idea pioneered by MapleSAT [29], which is also used in our other solvers. Experiments with CADiCAL confirmed the importance of this heuristic. Second, we had to change the types of data structure to save the target phase. GLUCOSE uses a vector of Booleans, but for target phases, it is necessary to use a vector of tri-states (with third possible unassigned value, beside true and false).

**Implementation in SPASS-SATT.** The (non-open source) SAT solver SPASS-SATT is a SAT solver developed for the CDCL(\(T\)) solver SPASS-SATT.\(^2\) It is a new implementation but it mostly follows the ideas of GLUCOSE 2 with a major difference: it has inprocessing and applies subsumption-resolution until fix-point on a regular basis on all clauses including learned clauses, but has no other preprocessing, in particular no variable elimination. We have not implemented random walk (phase ‘W’) and use the same strategy we have implemented in GLUCOSE without random walk (‘BOBIB#BF’\(\omega\)). Bumping the reasons of the conflict literals was also required for better performance. The implementation is also simpler and the time spent in stable and focused mode is estimated by the number of conflicts like in CADiCAL, which is a rather unprecise measure. In particular, it is biased towards stable mode.

6 Experiments

Our experiments on the presented SAT solvers were run on an Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 CPU at 2.10 GHz (with turbo-mode disabled) with a memory limit of 7 GB and a time limit of 5 000 s (same time limit as in the SAT Competition). Previous experiments showed that our cluster is slightly slower than StarExec, the cluster used for the SAT Competition. We show the results as a cumulative distribution function (CDF, and not as cactus plot), i.e., as a graph showing the number of solved instances depending on the time. The higher the curve, the better the solver. The log files and source code (except for SPASS-SATT) are available.\(^3\)

\(^2\)It is in essence an SMT solver supporting only the theory of linear integer and rational arithmetic.

\(^3\)http://fmv.jku.at/chasing-target-phases
Figure 1: CDF for the solver KISSAT on benchmarks from the SAT Race 2019
Figure 2: CDF for the solver Kissat on benchmarks from the SAT Competition 2018
Figure 3: CDF for the solver CaDiCAL on benchmarks from the SAT Race 2019
Figure 4: CDF for the solver Spass-SATT on benchmarks from the SAT Race 2019 (satisfiable instances only)

**CADiCAL and Kissat.** We here present our experiments of Kissat on the problems from the SAT Competition 2018 [24] and SAT Race 2019 [25]. Due to time constraints, CADiCAL and the other solvers described below have only been tested on the problems from the SAT Race 2019. We have tested 7 different configurations for CADiCAL and Kissat.

- **always-target** (resp. **no-target**) always (resp. never) uses target phases to set the value of the decision variables. By default, target phasing is only activated during stable mode.
- **no-rephasing** never uses rephasing. It is activated by default.

**default** is a alternating approach. It uses target phasing in stable mode and standard phase saving in focused mode.

**no-phase-saving** does not use any phase/target saving, nor rephasing, and simply sets the variable to the initial phase, *true*. It is activated by default.

For instance, the ‘**no-target**’ configuration does not feature any target phasing but uses rephasing, the ‘**always-target**’ configuration always uses target phasing even in focus mode, and the ‘**no-rephase**’ uses target phasing only during stable mode but never rephases the save phases. All these configurations use save phasing to save the values.

The results are presented in Figures 1a and 2a (only satisfiable instances) and in Figures 1b and 2b (all instances) for Kissat and in Figures 3a and 3b for CADiCAL and in Table 1. First it shows that our new solver Kissat performs better than CADiCAL. Second, we see that ‘**no-phase-saving**’ solves the least number of problems confirming previous results. Third, on satisfiable instances, pure phase saving ‘**no-target-no-rephase**’ performs worse than any other configuration, but on all instances, it performs better than ‘**always-target-no-rephase**’.
Figure 5: CDF for the solver GLUCOSE on benchmarks from the SAT Race 2019
Fourth, target phasing without rephasing (configuration ‘always-target-no-rephase’) does not perform better than no target phasing without rephasing ‘no-rephase’. Intuitively, this makes sense because target phasing strongly constrains the search in a direction and rephasing resets target phasing making it possible to explore different regions of the search space. Fifth, our default alternating strategy manages to retain the best side of ‘no-target’ and ‘always-target’: It solves most satisfiable instances and it is not too harmful on unsatisfiable instances. Sixth, ‘no-phase-saving’ performs particularly bad in Kissat.

**SPASS-SATT.** Due to time constraints, we have tested the other solvers only on instances from the SAT Race 2019 and in fewer configurations. The results for the SAT solver SPASS-SATT on satisfiable instances are presented in Figure 4 and Table 2. Target phasing alone does not improve performance and even makes it worse than the original SAT solver (configuration ‘original’), but in combination with rephasing, it works extremely well. Compared to the original version, significantly more problems are solved. As it does not have any preprocessing techniques like variable elimination, it solves less than 50 unsatisfiable instances. Hence, the graph on all instances is not very meaningful because of the overwhelming majority of satisfiable instances solved.

**GLUCOSE.** The results of GLUCOSE draw a slightly different picture, see Figure 5 and Table 2, with some interesting results. First, unrelated to our heuristics, bumping the reasons of the clauses (configuration ‘original-with-bumping’) improves the performance of the original solver (configuration ‘original’) until around 4000 s for satisfiable and 2000 s for unsatisfiable instances, where the base version of GLUCOSE catches up. Second, the impact of the heuristics is smaller than for Kissat and CADiCAL. One possible explanation is that further tuning of constants like variable decay during focused and stable mode is required to get more out of our heuristics. Third, rephasing is less helpful than for Kissat, CADiCAL, and SPASS-SATT. Fourth, the ‘default’ configuration (the same alternating scheduling as for Kissat) solves most SAT problems, albeit by a very small margin. The performance of the ‘no-phase-saving’ is surprising and seems to be due to the stable phases: Deactivating it significantly reduces performance on unsatisfiable problems.

**Interpretation.** Overall, the performance increases on satisfiable instances thanks to our heuristics. Generally, rephasing with target phasing improves the performance of the solver and makes it more robust to solve problems where a model with only true variables exists. Performance on unsatisfiable instances degrades, but the ‘default’ alternating approach (target phases during stable mode, usual phase saving during focused mode) achieves a good compromise on a combination of satisfiable and unsatisfiable problems. Rephasing alone does not seem to help as much for GLUCOSE as for the other solvers tested here. We believe that this is due to inprocessing: All tested solvers but GLUCOSE are able to strengthen the clauses and rephasing can help that by being able to simplify more clauses.\(^5\)

Attempts to unify the rephasing strategies is ongoing work and we did not find a simple overall winning strategy yet. Note that these solvers are of course not identical, (e.g., time spent in stable and focused mode, the number and frequency of deleted learned clauses, the details of the variable scoring mechanism, inprocessing is performed). Our experience is however, that using best rephasing every second or third time rephasing is scheduled gives better results.\(^4\)

---

\(^4\)This kind of problem is unlikely to be selected at the SAT Competition, because very few solvers are able to solve such instances.

\(^5\)This hypothesis was actually the main motivation for implementing these heuristics in SPASS-SATT.
Table 1: Summary of the performance of the SAT solvers Kissat and CaDiCaL (best configuration in bold)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>All instances</th>
<th>Satisfiable instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kissat</td>
<td>CaDiCaL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Solved PAR2</td>
<td>Solved PAR2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default</td>
<td>259 1662994</td>
<td>242 1857009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alw.-target</td>
<td>249 1714474</td>
<td>231 1921490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-target-no-rephase</td>
<td>236 1859306</td>
<td>227 1979507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-target</td>
<td>244 1775317</td>
<td>226 2002909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-rephase</td>
<td>251 1736491</td>
<td>225 2020048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-phase-saving</td>
<td>225 1986220</td>
<td>217 2084103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alw.-target-no-rephase</td>
<td>236 1851424</td>
<td>210 2165365</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Summary of the performance of the SAT solvers Glucose and Spass-Satt (best configuration in bold)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>All instances</th>
<th>Satisfiable instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td>Spass-Satt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Solved PAR2</td>
<td>Solved PAR2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default</td>
<td>206 2154525</td>
<td>159 2671578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alw.-target</td>
<td>197 2222227</td>
<td>168 2582440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-target-no-rephase</td>
<td>203 2192177</td>
<td>148 2741503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-target</td>
<td>197 2259101</td>
<td>151 2736161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-rephase</td>
<td>194 2282175</td>
<td>127 2909751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alw.-target-no-rephase</td>
<td>195 2312300</td>
<td>137 2829600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Conclusion

This work presented our rephasing and target phasing heuristics. Our experiments show that rephasing improves performance in general, while target phasing is particularly useful on satisfiable instances. They both significantly improve the performance of our SAT solvers CaDiCaL and Kissat. Our implementation in Glucose and Spass-Satt improved their performance, but also showed that rephasing is more helpful if some inprocessing is executed.

It would be interesting to test our heuristics further (e.g., by implementing them in additional solvers) and to investigate whether inprocessing is necessary for rephasing to be beneficial or whether the performance of our Glucose implementation can be improved without it. Finally, we also tried to assess the importance of autarky reasoning as well as local search, which did not give a clear picture. This will also need to be addressed in future work.
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